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Here, There, and Everywhere

Having been to Brazil nearly a dozen times, I notice the jeitinho’s intricate parts more 

each time.  My trips typically begin in the airport in Charlotte, NC, Charlotte Douglas 

International Airport, at gate D13.  I wait in line, surrounded by Nike Shocks and vibrant 

Portuguese conversations until the line soon turns into a swarm.  Once on the plane, whoever is 

next to me, usually a Brazilian, cheerfully begins a conversation.  Upon hearing that I lived in 

Brazil, the person’s enthusiasm grows and I soon get a strange feeling of familiarity, as if we 

used to be best friends.  As the plane flies through the night, we each fall asleep and wake up 

approaching Rio de Janeiro, with views of the landmark Corcovado, Christ’s statue, towering 

over the city.  Once the plane lands and starts taxiing to the gate, the click of a seatbelt soon 

starts a domino-effect.  I hear dozens of other clicks as people begin to stand up.  The flight 

attendant reminds everyone to remain seated until the plane reaches the gate.  I say goodbye to 

my friend, and he optimistically tells me to keep in touch.  Eventually, I reach the check-in desk 

for my next flight and nicely greet the desk-clerk as I hand him my heavy bags.  He tells me 

they’re overweight, and I’ll have to pay roughly $80 in overweight charges.  “Please, there must 

be another way,” I beg the man.  “I only have $10!”  The man discretely responds, “Put the $10 

in your passport and hand it to me.”  He then gives me my boarding pass.  Voilà!  The jeitinho is 

at work!  After facing swarms of lines again, I find my seat on the next flight to Curitiba, the 

capital city of the southern state, Paraná.  The flight is quick, and Brazilian novellas are shown 

until arrival, the dramatic soap operas magnetically attracting eyes of all ages.  An hour later, my 



girlfriend picks me up from the airport, and we zoom in and out of lanes to rush to her home.  I 

am soon welcomed with a Brazilian churrasco, a barbecue with continuous servings of steak as 

friends and family congregate around the grill for hours.  Welcome to Brazil, land of the jeitinho.

While few obvious aspects of the jeitinho were illustrated in my travel story, it is this 

ambiguity that makes it prominent yet hidden.  From the Charlotte airport to the Brazilian 

barbecue, the jeitinho followed me through my journey, continuing to expose itself through 

Brazilian thought and conversation.  It appeared in the competitive lines, the indicators of social 

status, the vibrantly flowing language, the friendly conversations, the hope and optimism, the 

bureaucratic fees, the dramatic novellas, the chaotic traffic, the fraternity of family and friends.  

The ambiguous layers of jeitinho in each situation are best uncovered with the help of those who 

know it best: Brazilians.

The jeitinho’s prominence and ambiguity was most clearly observed upon posing a 

simple question to my Brazilian research subjects: What is the jeitinho brasileiro?  While many 

people were able to give a definition, most responses reflected more on the prominence or 

ambiguity of the term.  Many had to sit and think before responding.  Others could only describe 

it through giving examples.  Gabriele began his description of the jeitinho with, “My God! (small

pause)… Let me see.. (pause).. Yes.. You go… (pause).. Let me see.. (pause).. Hmmm, there are 

many ways.  It happens in many situations.”  Another subject’s first words in responding were, “I

need to think first… (pause).. It’s a characteristic that’s really part of everyone in Brazil.”  Many 

have strong feelings towards the jeitinho, often negative, and responded by expressing their 

opinion of the jeitinho instead of giving a clear definition.  Maria’s response was, “It’s not 

correct.  The jeitinho is not correct.”  Upon asking her to explain through an example, she 

continued thinking before turning to others in the room, asking if anyone else could think of an 



example.  Another responded, “The jeitinho is Brazilian culture… it’s.. I don’t know… I can’t 

explain. I just live it.”

Just how prominent is the jeitinho in Brazil?  The book Cabeça do Brasileiro 

comprehensively examines broad topics in Brazil, such as ethics, sexuality, destiny, and family, 

all universal topics that could be examined in any country.  An entire chapter is dedicated to the 

topic “Jeitinho.” This is a striking proportion of content for a topic other countries don’t even 

have a word for.  In Brazil, chapters and even books are devoted to the topic.  It is also prominent

in other areas of the culture, such as songs and movies.  Examples of the jeitinho can be found in 

almost any Brazilian movie, and there hundreds of songs about it.  In fact, a simple search for 

“jeitinho” in a Brazilian music lyrics database shows over 1,000 songs containing the word 

(letras.mus.br).  While the word “jeitinho” does have multiple meanings, just like “little way” 

does in English at its face value, this still far exceeds the number of lyrics found in an English 

lyrics database, which only shows roughly 60 songs containing the expression (lyrics.com).  The 

jeitinho is indeed a peculiarly Brazilian concept.

Obviously this prominence and ambiguity does not make up the substance of what the 

jeitinho is; it only reflects an aspect of the whole.  Most conversations were a diverse mixture of 

vague thoughts to specific examples and stories that would eventually lead to a clearer 

explanation.  They were a journey to an understanding that the Brazilian seemed to only discover

as the conversations moved forward to touch on more areas of their Brazilian context.  

Conversations that began with a simple question, “What is the jeitinho?” always led somewhere 

else, to history, bureaucratic systems, social inequality, Brazilian expressions, moral gray areas, 

the Brazilian identity, and more.  


